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Open Banking – Global Trends

“Customers expect digital banking to be straightforward as other transactions, such as booking a
taxi or ordering takeaway.
Open Banking brings opportunities to serve the customers in innovative and more intuitive ways.”

Josh Bottomley, Global Head of Digital, HSBC

“By 2030, I would say that you probably have two billion people that’ll be using day-to-day banking
services independent of banks.”

Brett King, Australian Futurist, Author, and Co-founder and CEO, Moven
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Why Open Banking is Rapidly Gaining Traction in The Global Market

Majority markets 

still unbanked, 

underserved

1.7billion
make up 60% of the 

world’s unbanked region

$5.2trillion

15countries

global unbanked population

Low attach rate 

of financial 

services

Non-digital customers

average banking products

purchased in a year by

non-digital customers
0.5

2.7
Micro, small and mid sized 

enterprises face a global

financing gap of
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Catalysts of Open Banking

Willingness

Nearly six in ten consumers would be willing to share

significant personal information, such as location data 

and lifestyle information, with their bank and insurer in

exchange for lower pricing on products and services.

Regulation

Regulators across the word are driving the agenda for

greater competition and data sharing.

Digitization

Globally, a 65 percent smartphone penetration coupled 

with 90 percent internet penetration, create an 

environment conducive to the growth of digital services.

Competition

80 percent of customers in Asia-Pacific look forward to

financial products from technology companies.
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Benefits for Banks & Customers from Openbanking

CUSTOMERS

Increase revenue streams and 

profitability

Frictionless, “invisible” 

banking

Accelerate digital

innovation

Access to innovative and 

personalized solutions

Deepen customer relationships and

build loyalty

Platform of choices

BANKS
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Global Open Banking Maturity Model 
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Number of FinTechs in Champion Markets
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All ten countries that have been in 

Champion Markets have well-

developed FinTech ecosystems. 

The following chart highlights the

number of FinTechs in each of these

markets
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UK Singapore Germany France Hong Kong Sweden Denmark Finland
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Fintech Categories
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Fintech activities



OBaaS- Data 

Aggregators / 

Payment Enablers

example


